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Victor Blackwell CNN

Follow

@VictorCNN

Door to home of #SanBernardino shooters now sealed again
by private citizens - not by local police or FBI.
2:01 PM - 4 Dec 2015
109

56

Something happened Friday that is leaving a lot of people in the know

.

about journalism and crime scenes speechless

The landlord of the apartment that belonged to San Bernardino
murderers Syed Farook and Tashfeen Malik pried open a blockaded front
door and appeared to give major news organizations like CNN and

.

MSNBC permission to enter

.

A media frenzy ensued

A look inside San Bernardino shooters' home

 2.7k



,

There is some doubt

though

,

Comment

.

that the landlord let the press in
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CBS Los Angeles
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Landlord says he didn't allow media into San Bernardino
shooters' apartment: 'they rushed' cbsn.ws/1cUhbOw
12:52 PM - 4 Dec 2015
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’

.

This still doesn t explain why the door was pried open in the first place

.

One organization may have even paid for access

Irin Carmon

Follow

@irin

Per reporter on the air, Inside Edition paid $1000 to get into
the apartment before.
12:17 PM - 4 Dec 2015
261

’
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It s not immediately clear if the landlord was allowed to let the press into

.

the residence

MSNBC had a lot of people scratching their heads when their reporter
rummaged through belongings and showed the personal information of

’

,

Farook s mother
information

.

’

including her driver s license and social security
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David Boles
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MSNBC just doxed Rafia Farook, mother of a terrorist, on live
television. I've blurred the important bits.
12:49 PM - 4 Dec 2015
1,373
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Stephen Miller

Follow

@redsteeze

Screenshots from MSNBC. I added the redout
12:43 PM - 4 Dec 2015
1,138

532

Sara Lang

Follow

@SaraLang

Does MSNBC realize there might be real world consequences
for the folks who are being shown, in conjunction w/ terrorists,
on national tv?
12:31 PM - 4 Dec 2015
70

’

49

Farook s mother is alive

.

Mashable did ask a spokesperson for FBI Los Angeles if the public was
permitted inside and she said

“

.

I do not believe so but I can check

”

My

.

understanding is it is still an ongoing investigation
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Watching live stream inside #SanBernardinoShooting suspects
apartment.
STREAM HERE: periscope.tv/w/aTHCjTU5Mzg1…
12:24 PM - 4 Dec 2015
6

How could this much access to a major crime scene already be granted

,

If it has

’

.

?

it s certainly not in keeping with normal protocol
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Victor Blackwell CNN
@VictorCNN
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Door of #SanBernardino shooters' home opened by owner.
Media heading in.
12:18 PM - 4 Dec 2015
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Some guy was seen walking around with a popsicle for reasons

.

unknown
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Sebastian Murdock

Follow
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All the doxxing these "journalists" are doing and this dude just
wanted to grab a popsicle from Farook's fridge.
1:28 PM - 4 Dec 2015
13
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San Bernadino Terrorists Popcicle

.

Another person was enjoying a Big Gulp
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Brian Ries
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Guy w/ Big Gulp. Kid. Lady taking selfie. Members of the
public also swarming house of suspects in #SanBernardino.
12:27 PM - 4 Dec 2015
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There continue to be conflicting reports on whether the crime scene was

.

released or not

Greg Sargent
@ThePlumLineGS

Follow

"Our search is over. We released the scene yesterday."
-- Spokesperson for FBI LA, to me, moments ago. Take it for
what it's worth.
1:01 PM - 4 Dec 2015
320

85

Grasswire Now
@GrasswireNow

Follow

San Bernardino Sheriff's spokesperson to Grasswire on
reporters entering apartment: "That is not a cleared crime
scene."
12:49 PM - 4 Dec 2015
646
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Erika Masonhall
@ErikaMasonhall
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As @mitchellreports said on @MSNBC: the apt owner
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As @mitchellreports said on @MSNBC: the apt owner
permitted the press tour, the FBI has already cleared out
useful evidence
12:42 PM - 4 Dec 2015
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Tammie Lynn Denmark · Owner-operator at Simply Stylish
Beauty Salon
Possibly a tact being used by Obama to contaminate the scene!!!
POS!
Like · Reply ·

3 · Dec 5, 2015 1:36am

Steve Hanrahan · University of Cincinnati
Love the flying carpet hanging on the wall
Like · Reply ·

1 · Dec 5, 2015 2:05am

James Hegarty · Private Investigator at Self-Employed
Shredded documents still there. Head scratcher.
Like · Reply · Dec 4, 2015 4:03pm

Brian Hugie · CEO/President/Founder at Fleettrack GPS
Awesome!! they need to go after there familes and go through all
their crap im sure they are all in on this. Sad Day for SB, Killers
dont derserve privacy neither do their families.
Like · Reply · Dec 5, 2015 8:33pm

Donna Sangster · Works at Retired
Hollywood Circus!!!!!
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Donald Hawk · Rochester Institute of Technology
VULTURES!!!
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